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and Efficacy of Modern 

Orthodox Education

Shira Weiss

When reflecting upon the current state of Modern Orthodox education 
in America, it is disconcerting to observe that many graduates of 
Modern Orthodox high schools fail to understand the complexity 
and nuances within Modern Orthodoxy and its Torah u-Madda 
approach, and thereby often neglect to internalize its ideals in their 
mentality or lifestyle. Such a reality, i believe, can be attributed to a 
host of factors, including the focus on autonomy and individualism 
in society, education, and adolescence, coupled with the lack of 
transmission of religious meaning and values in the Judaic and secular 
studies classroom. during the adolescent stage of development, when 
the individual is naturally questioning and exploring his identity, 
the influences of contemporary society and liberal educational 
methodology encourage him to be autonomous in his quest. the dual 
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curriculum in many Modern Orthodox high schools, however, is not 
being taught in a manner that transmits religious meaning and values, 
but instead often focuses on students’ mastery of textual materials 
and skills to the exclusion of more affective objectives. As a result, 
students relate to both the Judaic and secular components of their 
dual curriculum as compartmentalized academic disciplines, devoid 
of much accessible religious inspiration, which does not enhance, 
or even substantiate, their religious commitment. Considering these 
causes and employing potential countermeasures will enable Modern 
Orthodox educators to create a more coherent and effective educational 
narrative for adolescents, affording them a greater understanding of 
Modern Orthodox ideals that can inform their outlook and practice 
well beyond high school.

AUTONOMY AND THE LACK OF RELIGIOUS MEANING

Students today are the product of a far more autonomous age than that 
of previous generations. As a result, many adolescents have adopted 
the anthropocentric attitude of their environment and approach all 
aspects of their lives from the perspective of how it can serve them. 
in the religious realm, the quest for personal spirituality seems to be 
replacing adherence to institutional religion. Christian Smith describes 
current societal conditions:

American youth, like American adults, are nearly without 
exception profoundly individualistic, instinctively 
presuming autonomous, individual self-direction to be 
a universal human norm and life goal. thoroughgoing 
individualism is not a contested orthodoxy for teenagers. it 
is an invisible and pervasive doxa, that is, an unrecognized, 
unquestioned, invisible premise or presupposition.1 

As an educator in a Modern Orthodox high school, i frequently 
encounter this attitude of autonomy in students’ comments: “i am 
committed to do those commandments that make sense to me,” 
“Why should i recite words in prayer that i didn’t compose and are 
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not meaningful to me?” or “i find the way i dress to be modest even 
if it doesn’t conform to the standards prescribed by religion.” Such 
sentiments expressed by students reflect a fear of giving up freedom 
and submitting to an overarching, non-negotiable authoritative 
system. taught by their surroundings that the sovereign self reigns 
supreme, students reflect the attitude that every Jew has the ability to 
personally define Judaism. these students lack a sense of commitment 
or loyalty to tradition. Jonathan Sarna notes,

Once upon a time, most people in this country adhered 
to the faith and ethnicity of their parents: their cultural 
identity was determined largely by their descent. Now, 
religious and ethnic loyalties are more commonly matters 
of choice; identity, to a considerable degree, is based upon 
consent.2 

Many students do not internalize the primacy of obligation as the 
guiding principle of Modern Orthodoxy and, as a result, they neglect 
strict adherence to the standards of Orthodoxy while they participate 
in that which modern society and culture has to offer. Educators are 
not adequately teaching the definition and explicit values of Modern 
Orthodoxy, and students, therefore, choose to interpret their Modern 
Orthodox identity as one in which their autonomy enables them to 
pick and choose those Orthodox standards which they feel should be 
maintained in the modern era. Even among students who are able to 
articulate ideals of Modern Orthodoxy, few internalize them in their 
own practice. For many, the conception of Modern Orthodoxy is lax 
observance, with the focus more on the “modern” engagement in 
society and less on the “Orthodox” religious practice. these students 
are not self-confident in their Modern Orthodox identity and feel, 
instead, that much of what they choose to practice is based more on 
convenience than on idealism. 

Additionally, students in Modern Orthodox educational 
institutions often misunderstand the Torah u-Madda approach as 
simply attributing value to learning a dual curriculum of Judaic and 
secular studies, but neglect to identify with its notion that secular 
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knowledge strengthens an understanding of and commitment to 
torah. Torah u-Madda does not encourage vacillation between Judaism 
and secularism, but instead, the embracing of secular wisdom and its 
integration with torah. High school students, often not adequately 
committed to the primacy of torah as a way of life, instead view the 
dual curriculum as compartmentalized studies. this is far from what 
dr. Norman Lamm had in mind:

Torah Umaddah is an opportunity, because of all its creative 
tensions, for ultimate inner harmony, a way to unite [one’s] 
deepest torah commitments with his growing experiences 
as a modern person living in a scientific technopolis, in an 
open and democratic society and in a culture that, despite 
all its terrible failings, is vibrant and progressive.3

Students in many Modern Orthodox high schools often maintain their 
misconceptions about Torah u-Madda because their schools present 
non-Judaic subjects as devoid of religious messages and separate from 
the Judaic component of the dual curriculum. As a result, students fail 
to recognize the religious nature of the pursuit of knowledge and the 
spiritual value of secular studies, which they often consider of higher 
priority than Judaic learning. Furthermore, Judaic studies classes 
themselves often fail to relay religious messages to students, especially 
those courses which focus on academic excellence and emphasize 
skill acquisition and mastery of textual material. Many teachers do 
not devote time to the affective component of religious education, 
but expect it to emerge naturally from the curriculum taught. Rabbi 
Jay Goldmintz, of the Ramaz Upper School, argues that “it emerges 
naturally only if students see the text as having that potential from 
the start and, even then, they may need assistance.”4 Many of today’s 
students in Modern Orthodox educational institutions do not enter 
the classroom with such expectations, and therefore do not derive 
much affective meaning from their Judaic courses. 

Professor Moshe Sokolow, in an article in Meorot: A Forum of 
Modern Orthodox Discourse, delineates “what a yeshiva high school 
graduate should know, value and be able to do.”5 in a comprehensive 
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and ambitious outline, he points out four attitudinal objectives and 
then develops a far more extensive and specific set of textual curricular 
goals. While he explicitly articulates how to rigorously study Judaism, 
he does not elaborate upon how to add meaning to its teachings and 
practice. Sokolow’s curriculum accurately reflects many Modern 
Orthodox schools’ focus on the mastery of textual content and skills, 
rather than on affective education, even though many of these schools 
would acknowledge that their ultimate goal is to transmit life-long 
values. Most respondents to Sokolow’s article noted that within his 
curriculum, more emphasis is placed on what students should know 
rather than what they should do and be. i acknowledge that the 
minimal discussion of attitudinal objectives could reflect the fact 
that affective meaning is very difficult to teach. i also recognize that 
in some schools religious inspiration is being transmitted, to some 
extent, in the informal educational realm and through teachers’ 
modeling of such values. From the outset, i want to make clear that 
i am in no way minimizing the importance of teaching curricular 
content and improving students’ textual skills. those certainly are, 
in my opinion, critical educational goals that i devote much time 
and effort to achieve in my teaching. i argue, however, that focus on 
such goals in the classroom, to the exclusion of others, may prove 
to be a disservice to our students. While students may be religiously 
inspired informally at a shabbaton or ḥagigah, such emotional and 
experiential inspiration can be short-lived when their emotional high 
dissipates, if not substantiated through more consistent means in the 
formal educational environment. Additionally, teachers’ modeling of 
Modern Orthodox values can have a far greater impact if students 
have a thorough understanding of the actual values and how they 
are embodied in real life (beyond merely the physical appearance of 
their teachers). Lastly, cognitive material and skills must be taught in a 
sophisticated and compelling manner; however, educators can present 
such knowledge in a relevant and meaningful way without detracting 
from its rigor. i do not believe that the study of textual skills need be at 
the expense of religious meaning; however, i also do not believe (and 
many students have attested) that the study of textual skills is, in and 
of itself, inspiring.
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the focus on autonomy can also be perceived in the liberal 
educational theory advocated by some Modern Orthodox schools. 
Several years ago, a faculty committee at Harvard University concluded 
that the aim of a liberal education is “to unsettle presumptions, to 
defamiliarize the familiar, to reveal what is going on beneath and 
behind appearances, to disorient young people and to help them to 
find ways to reorient themselves.”6 

Such an approach encourages individuals to question existing 
norms, break free from the preconceived notions of their upbringing, 
and examine life by thinking for themselves in order to arrive at 
their own conclusions. the emphasis of such an approach is on the 
autonomy of the individual. Liberal educational theory has a great deal 
to offer us as Modern Orthodox educators—including the importance 
of critical, rational, and rigorous analysis in every academic discipline, 
including Judaic studies.7 While students are encouraged to draw 
their own rational conclusions, Modern Orthodox educators are not 
also conveying to students that there are matters beyond the limits of 
human comprehension. We need to convey the legitimacy of accepting 
and believing that which is not necessarily rationally conclusive. 
Furthermore, schools and communities do not sufficiently emphasize 
the obligation to demonstrate loyalty to religious authority, and Modern 
Orthodoxy’s ideals are, therefore, not being internalized or actualized 
by many of its students. instead, many Modern Orthodox adolescents 
are, understandably, approaching religion with a wholly autonomous 
attitude.   this, coupled with the methodology of their education and the 
models they observe from their parents and communities, leads them 
to conclude that they will believe and observe only whatever makes 
rational sense to them. i have heard students express their attitude 
toward religious commitment as: “Prove it to me and then i will be 
committed.” i do not believe that submission per se is the challenge for 
students, since obedience to moral and social norms is demanded by 
society and acceptable to its citizens. the difficulty for many students 
is commitment to incomprehensible and often burdensome and 
restrictive commandments whose benefits that make such restrictions 
worthwhile are not necessarily evident. Students often take no issue 
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with observing God’s social and moral commandments, which they do 
not always even consider to be religious observance.

Students’ neglect to internalize religious values in high school can 
have long-term ramifications, since the high school years are a critical 
time in the adolescent’s religious development and identity formation. 
Such a stage can also be characterized by the quest for autonomy. Erik 
Erikson explains that during the high school years, adolescents seek 
to rid themselves of their preconceived understanding of religion and 
begin to explore more critically in search of who they are. According to 
Erikson, even the most well adjusted adolescent experiences some role 
identity diffusion, rebelliousness, and self-doubt and seeks someone to 
inspire him as he gradually develops, through experimentation, a set 
of personal ideals most suitable for him.8

Sharon Parks, based on James Fowler’s theory of faith 
development,9 suggests that in the adolescent stage of development, 
the individual deviates from his previous childhood stage by beginning 
to think about his thinking.10 the absolute form of knowing from his 
childhood cognitive stage breaks down and he is able to view things 
from perspectives other than his own. As the individual grows in self-
awareness, he no longer looks only for truth or falsehood, but comes 
to realize that every opinion may be as worthy as any other. Authorities 
are, at times, found to be in error, undependable, or in conflict. the 
adolescent, therefore, begins to question and challenge authority 
that was familiar and dominant in his childhood as he realizes that 
all knowledge is relative to perspective. that is why adolescents 
occasionally reject belief in God, even when they do not necessarily 
have an alternative belief in a Higher being. 

Just as absolute authority and dependence on a single authority 
eventually break down, the monolithic nature of the community 
breaks down as well. the adolescent is no longer as willing to define 
himself solely as a member of one particular community and becomes 
more open to expanding the notion of community. the limitations of 
homogeneous communities are recognized, and the ideas and beliefs 
espoused by others are found to be valid. Adolescents experience a 
slow and sporadic transition from full dependence upon parents or 
authorities to independence and autonomy which can result in a loss 
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of faith.11 Such recognition signals a developmental step forward. 
However, these new thought processes can lead to identity crises in 
a period of great ambiguity and uncertainty for individuals in their 
spiritual development. When the adolescent realizes that his view of 
the world is untrustworthy, he struggles to make sense of competing 
authorities, of his growing sense of self-awareness and self-authority, 
and of the multiple communities he experiences. it is at this stage 
that a “mentoring community,” a compatible social group that 
espouses and reinforces the values that the adolescent is seeking to 
develop, is beneficial. Educators are not currently entirely successful in 
transmitting Modern Orthodoxy’s values to adolescents in this critical 
stage in the formation of their identity, due partially to the lack of 
reinforcement of such values in adolescents’ homes and communities, 
since it is very difficult for educators to have an impact on students 
if such influence conflicts with what is promoted elsewhere. Students 
in many Modern Orthodox educational institutions today experience 
one set of standards in school and a wholly different one outside of 
school.

COUNTERMEASURES

Upon considering societal, educational, and psychological contributors 
to the autonomous culture and the paucity of religious meaning 
incorporated in the formal curriculum, i believe measures can be taken 
to improve Modern Orthodox education and help graduates develop 
an appreciation for its ideals. Adjusting existing school practices in 
key areas may prove more beneficial than proposing radical changes 
to which established schools and their accustomed students may not 
be receptive. it is constructive for schools to convey to students the 
value of autonomy and the individual’s quest for meaning. Educators, 
however, can do more to additionally promote the importance of 
institutionalism and the obligatory nature of religious commitment 
within which one can strive for individual expression. Furthermore, 
schools can stress the significance of liberal educational methods both 
in Judaic and secular studies, and simultaneously explain to students 
that rational conclusions need not be the sole arbiter of truth. Finally, at 
the developmental stage when impressionable adolescents are gaining 
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exposure to diverse influences, it is important for teachers, parents, 
and community members to serve as mentors to reinforce the Modern 
Orthodox values promoted in the school.

it is useful for educators to articulate to adolescents that the 
Modern Orthodox community does not seek to isolate itself from 
society at large, but rather to gain from and contribute to many 
of the advances that this autonomous age has enabled. teachers, 
however, simultaneously can convey that there is, additionally, value 
in the institutional mentality which is often overshadowed by modern 
man’s autonomous and individualistic quest in society. Hugh Heclo 
articulates this distinction in On Thinking Institutionally:

institutionalists see themselves as debtors who owe 
something, not as creditors to whom something is owed. 
As debtors they have been freely given a world charged 
with meaning and calls to commitment. What is on offer 
is an invitation to engagement that goes well beyond 
self-engagement. Faithful reception gives life meaning 
by establishing a connection with exterior referents from 
the past that have, in a sense, already gone beyond and 
outlived you, and done so to your benefit. . . . to live in 
a world of nothing but institutional thinking would be a 
monstrosity. by the same token, to live in a world in which 
institutional thinking is absent, or so heavily discounted 
as to fade into insignificance—that, too, would be a 
monstrosity.12

in transmitting the message of the importance of institutionalism, 
teachers can demonstrate the value of such a mentality by drawing 
upon relevant contemporary examples to which students can relate.13

Students’ ability to identify with Sandberg’s sentiments regarding 
his institutional respect for his baseball predecessors and for his link in 
the chain of baseball history may help them begin to think about their 
sense of belonging to a community, the value of reverence for their 
(rabbinic) ancestors, and their role in the perpetuation of the legacy 
of Jewish history. 
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Educators can explain to students that they appreciate the 
desire to make religion more personally meaningful, and that there 
is room for autonomy and rational understanding within religion.14 
the challenge for an autonomous Jew is to navigate through the 
conflicts between Jewish law and personal conscience by striving to 
preserve his identity without abandoning his steadfast commitment 
to the divine covenant.15 it is important for educators to help students 
conceptualize a mitzvah as not simply a meritorious act that one can 
choose to observe, but as an uncompromising obligation.16 

Greater emphasis can be placed on this distinction in tanakh 
and talmud classrooms as students learn about israel’s covenant 
with God and the halakhic process. it is important for students to 
be cognizant of these competing social values and of the importance 
of affording reverence to the institution to which they belong while 
engaging individualistically in society. 

Respect for religious authority is difficult to convey to adolescents 
who are no longer satisfied with simplistic theological conceptions. 
by adolescence, many students seek a rational understanding of 
their religious identity as they are exposed to competing values. With 
sensitivity to students’ intellectual and emotional maturity and level of 
academic preparation, the challenge for high schools, in dealing with 
their adolescent population, is to teach about religion in a challenging 
yet accessible manner in order for students to integrate what they 
are learning with who they are becoming. it is constructive for 
educators to show students the intellectual substantiation for religious 
commitment through science, history, philosophy, and other secular 
studies, as well as from their Judaic learning. Schools can convey to 
students the nuances of the Torah u-Madda approach by demonstrating 
throughout the curriculum how Judaic studies can be integrated with 
other disciplines, affording students a deeper and more meaningful 
understanding of each subject by viewing their interconnections. 
Educators can show students how religious meaning can be derived 
from all disciplines, in order for them to develop a comprehensive, 
multifaceted religious faith and live an integrated existence in which 
the embracing of all realms of life enhances their commitment and 
informs their lifestyle. Modern Orthodox beliefs and values can 
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pervade all areas of school life and can be clearly demonstrated in 
all academic disciplines through a cross-curricular approach. For 
instance, science and history courses can teach theological lessons 
by giving students a more elaborate and intricate understanding of 
God’s physical creations and providential role in history. Educators 
can demonstrate how nature reflects divine wisdom and providence, 
and thereby show that understanding and utilizing science to promote 
human welfare is not devoid of religious significance, but rather an 
expression of man’s providential relationship with God. Additionally, 
the cognitive components of faith and philosophical dogma can be 
taught in order for students to achieve the appropriate conceptions 
of God to accompany halakhic practice. Such an approach can help 
eliminate the bifurcation between students’ learning and their lives.

it is important that Judaic teachers, too, present rational, relevant, 
and meaningful lessons in order to allow students to internalize 
their messages. Within the formal curriculum, educators can find 
opportunities to broach and rigorously explore the most complex 
and challenging religious issues with which adolescents grapple. For 
instance, it is fitting to address conflicts between science and religion 
in the Creation story in Bereishit, religion’s demand of morality in the 
binding of isaac episode, free will and divine justice in the Pharaoh 
narrative in Shemot, theodicy and the problem of evil in Iyyov, the 
meaning of life in Kohelet, to name just a few. Similar opportunities 
can be found within the talmud, Hebrew language, and Jewish history 
curricula. Analytical study need not be mutually exclusive from 
applied, contextualized, values-driven learning. Students should not 
feel that their curriculum is antiquated and irrelevant to their lives or 
that their intellectual curiosity needs to be stifled regarding religion. As 
dr. Norman Lamm writes, “you cannot close your mind to falsehood 
without risking the exclusion of truth.”17 by creating a comfortable 
environment within the classroom, teachers can encourage students 
to think about the curriculum taught and to discuss how it can be 
integrated into their identity and lifestyle.

As much as it is constructive for educators to reassure students 
that Modern Orthodoxy is not afraid to deal with difficult questions 
and theologically challenging materials, it is also important for them 
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to teach students that one’s faith and observance need not be reliant on 
clear-cut resolutions (which are sometimes elusive). Such an acknowl-
edgement has strong philosophical support, as a contemporary trend 
in religious epistemology demonstrates the limits of philosophical 
argumentation.18 it is important for educators to encourage students 
to think through, challenge, and arrive at personal understanding 
in every realm, including the religious, but also to convey reverence 
for tradition, acknowledgment of that which is beyond their limited 
human comprehension, and the legitimacy of the emotional, 
experiential, and intuitive components (in addition to the cognitive) 
that make up their religious identity. Students should be taught that 
rationality can support their religious identity but need not be the sole 
arbiter of religious truth. As much as students can be encouraged to 
question, critically evaluate, and apply philosophical analysis to better 
understand and find meaning in their religious beliefs and practices, 
they simultaneously can be taught humility in the intellectual realm. 
As Maimonides explains in Hilkhot Yesodei ha-Torah (basic Principles 
of the torah) 2:2, 

And what is the way that will lead to the love of Him 
and the fear of Him? When a person contemplates His 
great and wondrous works and creatures and from them 
obtains a glimpse of His wisdom which is incomparable 
and infinite, he will straightway love Him, praise Him, 
glorify Him, and long with an exceeding longing to know 
His great Name; And when he ponders these matters, 
he will recoil frightened, and realize that he is a small 
creature, lowly and obscure, endowed with slight and 
slender intelligence, standing in the presence of Him who 
is perfect in knowledge.19

While not every adolescent will be receptive to the idea of the 
incomprehensible, i believe that it is nonetheless important for 
educators to articulate such values, because they may have a long-term 
impact, only realized later in life.20
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in addition to deriving religious meaning from the cognitive 
realm, educators can convey the multifaceted nature of one’s 
relationship with God and the legitimacy of substantiating such a 
relationship with other factors in addition to the intellect. As John 
Kotter, a leadership expert at Harvard business School, writes, “People 
change what they do less because they are given an analysis that shifts 
their thinking than because they are shown a truth that influences 
their feelings.”21 it is valuable for teachers to explain to students that 
their religious commitment need not be dependent on the rational 
vindication of their beliefs, but on their total existential experience. 
Rabbi Shalom Carmy explained to a theologically alienated student 
that ultimate questions are most effectively dealt with by utilizing 
all human capacities and the broad range and depth of experience. 
Healthy people, he argues, do not proceed through life by “reasoning 
everything out from scratch, or by waiting for undisputed empirical 
data to accumulate,” but by relying on the “cognitive counsel of 
emotions” and intuitions.”22 

Similarly, William James argues in The Will to Believe, “Our 
passional nature not only lawfully may, but must, decide an option 
between propositions, whenever it is a genuine option that cannot by 
its nature be decided on intellectual grounds.23

One’s rational self is not the only criterion for belief. Rather, we 
often make decisions based on passions and emotions. James furthers 
his argument:

to preach skepticism to us as a duty until “sufficient 
evidence” for religion be found, is tantamount therefore 
to telling us, when in presence of the religious hypothesis, 
that to yield to our fear of its being error is wiser and better 
than to yield to our hope that it may be true. . . . dupery 
for dupery, what proof is there that dupery through hope 
is so much worse than dupery through fear?24

James suggests that the religious believer and the skeptic are both driven 
by emotions; the believer decides to believe in an effort to seek truth, 
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while the skeptic denies belief in an effort to avoid error. therefore, 
the skeptic’s position is not more compelling than that of the believer.

david Hume, among others, taught that many ideas are taken 
for granted without rational proof, such as the regularity of nature and 
the reality of the external world, yet the lack of intellectual certainty 
does not impact one’s beliefs, and therefore it is inappropriate to be 
overly rational and expect intellectual arguments in every realm.25 
While reason is an instructive force in our lives, it does not determine 
all that we think or do. dr. david Shatz notes, 

We are possessed not of minds alone, but of hearts, 
emotions, needs, instincts, habits; and inhabit social 
contexts. Obviously, without the use of reason, anarchy 
enters; still, in most areas of belief and practice, we don’t—
and shouldn’t—let philosophical worries get to us.26

i have found that such realizations help make the leap of faith in 
religion more palatable to students and have responded to students’ 
struggles with doubt and to arguments that they should only believe 
and practice that which they find rationally compelling. it is important 
for such lessons to be transmitted in the classroom, where cognitive 
teaching is primarily emphasized, in order for students to realize the 
need for affective and experiential learning, as well, in order to fully 
understand their religious identity. Curricula that incorporate affective 
lessons into classroom teaching will enable students to derive greater 
meaning from formal educational settings on a consistent basis, in 
addition to emotional and experiential informal programming in 
schools, camps, and shabbatonim. 

Some may argue that exposure to theological ideas, even though 
the clear intention is to strengthen faith and commitment, may cause 
dissatisfied students to question more, or may not be constructive 
for students who are not questioning at all. As i stated earlier, the 
intellectual and emotional maturity of students must be considered, as 
well as their level of academic preparation, before raising such issues. 
i believe that broaching such topics in the high school classroom is 
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more beneficial than detrimental, since it gives questioning students 
the opportunity to discuss their theological struggles in a safe 
environment. to do this at a time in their lives when they are gaining 
exposure to many competing values, instead of forcing them to stifle 
internal tensions that they feel it is inappropriate to voice, is surely 
preferable to the alternative of their encountering such questions in 
a later context when they may not have the guidance and ability to 
maintain their beliefs. Additionally, many students do not question at 
all not because they have achieved a thoughtful and satisfying status in 
their Jewish identity, but because they are indifferent and disinterested 
in their Judaic learning. broaching such issues with apathetic students 
can encourage them to think seriously about their Judaism, their life 
choices, and their overall outlook.27 

Even though my focus has been primarily on improvements 
that can be made in the educational realm, it is necessary, when 
considering the adolescent stage of development and students’ 
exposure to competing influences in this vulnerable time in their lives, 
to acknowledge that religious identity cannot only be addressed in the 
school environment. it is important for communities to embody and 
reflect Modern Orthodox ideals in order for students to recognize the 
expression and implementation of what they are being taught in the 
classroom. At this critical time in adolescent development when identity 
is challenged and redefined, it is extremely valuable for students to be 
surrounded, both in and out of school, by a “mentoring community” 
made up of people who are living examples of the fusion of religion 
and culture, to help guide and inspire their religious development. 
Students are often more influenced by the personal conduct, passion, 
and values of a role model than by the formal curriculum taught in 
the classroom. in addition to the curricular suggestions i have made, 
teachers’ modeling of passion and commitment, coupled with an open 
and honest acknowledgment of personal religious struggles, can have 
a profound impact on the transmission of such values to students. the 
school can generate similar models within the mentoring community 
outside the school by engaging parents and community members 
(through adult education lectures, parent-child learning programs, 
family holiday celebrations, and other informal educational activities) 
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in order to demonstrate to students the community’s commitment 
to its ideals. Since religion provides a coherent perspective on life, all 
influences on the adolescent’s experience need to be considered in his 
development.

CONCLUSIONS

the affirmation of faith and commitment on the cognitive, affective, 
and experiential levels, the internalization of integrated ideals, and the 
reinforcement of such values in the home and community will provide 
students with a solid foundation to achieve greater appreciation for 
their beliefs and practices as they continue their educational narratives 
in israeli yeshivot and universities where they may be exposed to 
ideas which conflict with their Modern Orthodox upbringing. With a 
committed yet enlightened backbone, influences to the right in israeli 
yeshivot (which may lead to short-lived intensified religious practice) 
and to the left, via the intellectual and social temptations of independent 
life in secular universities (which may motivate students to deviate from 
religious norms) need not cause confusion, but can rather substantiate 
identity. Greater torah knowledge learned in israeli yeshivot will 
enhance students’ foundational understanding of themselves as Jews 
even if they do not agree with all of the yeshiva’s hashkafot (religious 
orientations). Greater exposure to the sophistication of secular studies 
in university will enlighten their understanding of their Modern 
Orthodox identity, so long as they integrate such materials in ways that 
enhance or broaden, but do not threaten, their religious foundation. 
While i recognize that such teachings will not resolve all tensions 
in high school and beyond, such measures will, at a minimum, 
help students understand and develop an appreciation for Modern 
Orthodox ideals. there is no simple formula for transmitting religious 
meaning to high school students, and religious passion can be difficult 
to foster in an intellectual environment. However, if educators devote 
more time and effort in their classrooms to promoting the meaningful 
internalization of curricular content, i believe the goals of Modern 
Orthodox education can be better met.
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